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Abstract- Hebrew Bible are the most Christian canons it
is treated as a history book and placed between Judges
and 1 S amuel, as it is set "in the days when the
adjudicators judge", places it later, between
Ecclesiastes and the S ong of S ongs. It is name
subsequent to its innermost shape, Ruth the Moabites,
the great-grandmother of David.
The Ruth writing style was explained by Judith smith.
It was taken by the Hebrew Bible. The bible was
divided into two parts. That is Old Testament and New
Testament. In Old Testament its fully based on stories,
histories and In new testament about the life of Jesus.
The origin of bible initiated at first person David and
Joseph and till now too Jesus. Basically the bible stories
of real and truth. In this prose we studied about the
culture and religious of Jews people. The Ruth prose
had divided into four chapters. The character of Ruth
was very obedient to all the people in the world
especially she was always very loyal to her family
members but still she was close to her mother in law
and she obey her words. In these prose the concept of
loyalty play an important role in the story like wise at
the time of ancient period he peoples are truth, loyal,
and give respect to all the peoples but now a days the
humans are not respecting the others and didn’t give
importance to the words of others that was deeply
clarified in the story. The book tells of Ruth's tolerant
the God. The book is detained in respect by Jews who
fall under the category of Jews-by-choice, as is
evidenced by the substantial existence of Boaz in
rabbinic literature. The Book of Ruth also functions
liturgically, as it is interpreted during the Jewish
holiday of S havuot.
Index Terms- Loyalty, Faithful, Humanity.

INTRODUCTION
The book of Ruth in the description of a love story,
yet also has some important descent. The timeline of
this book is entwined during the period of the Judges.
The author was unidentified but some believe it was
perhaps written by Samuel the prophet; however, it is
unlikely that he was alive when this book was
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written. Key personalities include Ruth, Naomi, and
Boaz.
Its function was to express the kind of love, and
faithfulness that God needs for us. It shows the
difference between what happens when a nation does
not follow in deference to the treaty of God (Judges),
and when God’s people follow in faithfulness within
the pledge (Ruth).
Ruth remainder loyal to her mother-in-law Naomi
after the death of her husband and in-laws. Naomi
decides to arrival to her homeland of Bethlehem
alone, however, Ruth insists on staying with her and
adopting Naomi’s God as her own. “But Ruth
exposed her thoughts and feelings as “Do not urge
me to leave you or turn back from following you; for
where you go, I will go, and where you lodge, I will
lodge. Your people shall be my people shall be my
people, and you’re God, my God. People see Ruth
gleaned in the land of Naomi’s relative Boaz. Boaz
out of lenity and obedience to the law allows Ruth to
glean but also leaves extra grain for her purposely.
Naomi encourages Ruth to search for marriage with
Boaz as a kinsman rescuer. Ruth obeys Naomi and
asks for her rights and Boaz agreed but refers that he
must first be sure there are no others with first rights.
Boaz and Naomi are married and Ruth conceives a
son named Obed, the grandfather of the great King
David, in the ancestry of Christ our Messiah. In this
story Ruth gives loyalty to her mother in law it’s a
main thing in the content. Ruth means mercies they
are all obey the god and the history of bible and at the
time origin f Christianity was started. The lines of
16and 17 the obedience of Ruth to mother in law was
explained in the bible peoples in the story. The
character of all the peoples in the story they do their
work in a correct manner. The loyalty of all the
peoples and mainly the activities of Ruth was
watched by god and they all have more faith too god
watch all the things of humans what they done in
their life opposing and accepting was done it. There
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is an sprit was watching all the human activities the
behavior only decided all the things in human life the
good behavior was give a good life to all the peoples
so the attitude of peoples give good things to them so
the Ruth also follow the same thing and obey the god
and provide all the things to the Ruth family. The
Ruth was belongs to the ancient period. She was give
respect to all the peoples. It’s a good behavior of
Ruth .In this story. Not only the Ruth In the character
of Ruth at the past period all the humans are truth,
loyal to all the peoples they knows the value of elder
people high authorities but now a days the modern
society people are not giving respect to each human
they didn’t know about the value of ancient period
the modern peoples only give importance to the
enjoyment of life they didn’t understand the emotion
thoughts feelings and others
The Ruth was taken from the Hebrew bible. It was
fully expressed about the tradition and culture of the
ancient and modern periods. As comparing to the
ancient period the modern period youngsters are
destroying the following of culture and tradition in
the ancient period. Even though the next generation
of people they also didn’t know about the giving
respect others and Here in the character of Ruth and
Naomi belongs o the ancient period they lead a good
life .god provide many things to them . Ruth family
praises the god and the get blessing from god. The
ancient and modern peoples had more differ in
behavior. The book has also been chided for endorse
absorption, because Ruth gives up her legacy, her
family, and her god, then disappears at the end. But
Tull says Ruth made those decisions voluntarily.
"There was no proselytizing going on.
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